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SUMMARY

This guide shows you how LogDNA’s log analysis solutions compare to other industry leaders and what tools teams 
use to enable DevOps. 

The research represented in this report is from G2, the world’s largest tech marketplace, where businesses discover 
and review the technology they need to reach their potential. With G2, log analysis users review the product and 
share their personal experiences. Users answer a series of standardized questions in the log analysis category to get 
a general sense of how simple each product is to implement and use.
 

LOG ANALYSIS IMPLEMENTATION 

A product’s implementation is necessary because the easier a product is to set up and onboard 
users, the sooner a company can see value from it. Implementation includes:

The LogDNA agent is installed with a single command. In a matter of seconds, it is 
collecting container logs as well as system logs.

Stefan M., DevOps Architect, Mid-Market Company

Adding users to an account.

Defining access.

Setting up data sources.

Ingesting data into the tool.

www.logdna.com


WHAT MAKES LOGDNA SO EASY TO USE?

LogDNA is a log management platform that requires little training and is the easiest to set up in the 
industry. Each team has access to customized logs, views, alerts, and data visualizations that suits their 
needs. 

Ingestion is the process of formatting and uploading data from external sources like applications, 
platforms, and servers. You can ingest logs using the LogDNA Agent in as little as three clicks or use 
Syslog, code libraries, or an API to ingest logs into LogDNA quickly. Access to logs is seamless, and it’s 
easy to ingest new log sources with so many options available.

For inquiries please contact us at outreach@logdna.com
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LOG ANALYSIS IMPLEMENTATION INDEX

LogDNA also automatically parses common log types on ingestion and allows for custom parsing with an 
easy-to-use template to make logs easier to search, visualize, and alert. 

LogDNA’s intuitive UI simplifies complex environments by letting you find the data you need using 
LogDNA’s natural language search and customizable views. Having all of this data easily accessible and 
parseable without learning complex querying languages improves your team’s ability to respond to 
incidents quickly.

Developers can view logs directly through their CLI using LogDNA’s integration, giving them access to data 
insights in the tools they prefer, reducing context switching.
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LogDNA is a log management platform that requires little training and is the easiest to set up in the 
industry. Each team has access to customized logs, views, alerts, and data visualizations that suits their 
needs. 

Ingestion is the process of formatting and uploading data from external sources like applications, 
platforms, and servers. You can ingest logs using the LogDNA Agent in as little as three clicks or use 
Syslog, code libraries, or an API to ingest logs into LogDNA quickly. Access to logs is seamless, and it’s 
easy to ingest new log sources with so many options available.

LOG ANALYSIS USABILITY 

Any log analysis product should be easy to adopt and easy to administer. However, an exceptional log 
management solution allows businesses to control costs and ensure no incident falls through the cracks. 
Here are the features to look out for:  

Index Rate Alerting and Usage Quotas give you insight into anomalous data spikes to quickly 
pinpoint the root causes of increases. You can choose to store or exclude contributing logs and set 
limits on the volume of the logs stored.  

Exclusion Rules let you manage log volume by storing what’s essential and excluding what isn’t. 
 
Archiving lets you forward your logs to S3 or other object storage for compliance or later review.

Log Data Restoration allows you to bring archived data back into the LogDNA UI for easy viewing, 
searching, and compliance.

Variable Retention lets you save logs for the time they are relevant to maximize different use cases 
and avoid unnecessary costs. 

Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) adds an extra layer of access, allowing individuals to access the 
logs necessary to perform their duties effectively. Learn more about LogDNA Role-Based Access 
Control in our docs.

LogDNA also automatically parses common log types on ingestion and allows for custom parsing with an 
easy-to-use template to make logs easier to search, visualize, and alert. 

LogDNA’s intuitive UI simplifies complex environments by letting you find the data you need using 
LogDNA’s natural language search and customizable views. Having all of this data easily accessible and 
parseable without learning complex querying languages improves your team’s ability to respond to 
incidents quickly.

Developers can view logs directly through their CLI using LogDNA’s integration, giving them access to data 
insights in the tools they prefer, reducing context switching.
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LOG ANALYSIS USABILITY INDEX

Likely to Recommend Meets Requirements Estimated ROI Other Factors
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We can identify issues across our microservice architecture in a hurry when we need to. The 
filters are fast and helpful. LogDNA is significantly easier to use when compared to AWS logs 
while providing immediate value.

Paul S., Software Engineer
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LOG ANALYSIS RELATIONSHIP INDEX
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LOG ANALYSIS RELATIONSHIP  

Like bringing on any new SaaS vendor, it's essential to make sure that your log analysis vendor will help you 
get the most out of the tool. According to G2 Crowd, users want their log analysis vendor to be easy to do 
business with, provide quality support, and be a good enough partner that they'd recommend to a friend or 
colleague. It's also essential to choose a vendor that will treat your data with integrity. We recommend 
selecting a vendor that meets security and compliance standards like HIPAA, GDPR, CCPA, SOC-2, PCI, etc.

LogDNA's attention to detail when it comes to ensuring customers' satisfaction with the product and the 
service helps them stand out among the pack in terms of solid relationships with customers.
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The ease of setup makes you get started immediately. It's a great asset to have. LogDNA's 
staff was very helpful when guiding us on what to do during the initial setup and use.

 Vinaykumar S., LogDNA User
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LOG ANALYSIS RESULTS 

When implementing a new log analysis tool, you want to know that it will meet your requirements, that the 
users within your organization will adopt it, and that you'll have a good return on your investment. A recent 
study by The Harris Poll found that 38% of companies are spending $300,000 or more annually on Observability 
tools, but that more than half of them wish that they could use different tools. It showed that the more 
companies were spending, the less satisfied they were with their tools, further highlighting why it's crucial to 
choose a tool that will meet your budget and technical needs.

LogDNA's simple setup, easy-to-use interface and features, and the ability to have maximum visibility all in one 
place make it a highly recommended choice. 

LOG ANALYSIS RESULTS INDEX
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The customer support is attentive and helpful with any question.

 Itai K., LogDNA User
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ABOUT LOGDNA
LogDNA is a comprehensive platform to control all of your log data. It fuels massive productivity 
gains for modern engineering teams at hyper-growth startups and Fortune 500 companies, 
including Asics, Better.com, Sysdig, and 6 River Systems. 

Since 2018 LogDNA has been the sole logging provider for IBM Cloud, where they partner to drive 
innovation in observability at hyper-scale. The company has achieved numerous recognitions, 
becoming one of Forbes' Cloud 100 Rising Stars, EMA's Top 3 Observability Tools, and Gartner's Top 
25 Enterprise Software Startups to Watch. 

Sign up for a fully-featured 14-day free trial and optimize your workflow or reach out to our sales 
team to create a plan tailored to your needs at outreach@logdna.com today.
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LogDNA is one of the best logging products we've ever used. Other users should take some 
time to get familiar with all of the features available through this platform.

       Eduardo S., Full Stack Developer, Small Business  
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